®

THERE’S NO LIMIT TO WHERE
ADVENTURE CAN TAKE YOU.
JUST PACK ACCORDINGLY.

that almost seem too wild to believe. The airtight closure
makes this bag absolutely waterproof and keeps moisture
(and whatever else you might come across) out. The exterior
fabric is tough-as-nails. The straps and accompanying lash

The Panga™ Submersible Duffel is our first non-insulated piece

points make it easy to haul. The hardware laughs in the face

of gear that lives up to the standard of being built for the wild.

of hard knocks. So you have our permission to drag it on the

This is the duffel bag designed for extended backcountry stays,

dock, haul it on the boat, or chuck it overboard — we did

fly fishing that takes you to the most remote rivers, and hunts

and the Panga lived to tell the tale.

HYDROLOK™ ZIPPER

PANGA TECHNOLOGY

Makes sure water stays out so your gear stays
bone-dry, no matter how torrential it gets.

U-DOCK™

The terminal end of your HydroLok Zipper that
ensures a completely airtight seal.

THICKSKIN™ SHELL

Made of high-density nylon and thick TPU lamination
to be puncture- and abrasion-resistant.

DRYHAUL™ STRAPS

In the hands or on the back, they’re as durable as
they are comfortable.

METALLOCK™ HARDWARE

This hardware can take on smacks and whacks
without breaking.

QUICKGRAB™ LASH POINTS
PANGA 75

Designed for when you need to get up and go at
a moment’s notice.

STOWAWAY MESH POCKETS

Easy-to-access mesh pockets keep your valuables
safely tucked away.

MAP

UPC

PART #

DIMENSIONS*

CASE
PACK

LITERS*

CUBIC
INCHES*

PANGA SUBMERSIBLE
DUFFEL 50 IN STORM GRAY

$299.99

888830021613

18060110000

23.5” x 14” x 10”

QTY: 1

50

3,050

PANGA SUBMERSIBLE
DUFFEL 75 IN STORM GRAY

$349.99

888830021620

18060120000

28” x 15.5” 11”

QTY: 1

75

4,600

PANGA SUBMERSIBLE
DUFFEL 100 IN STORM GRAY

$399.99

888830021637

18060130000

32.5” x 17” x 12”

QTY: 1

100

6,100

PRODUCT DETAILS

*Note: There may be a variance on the volume based on the manufacturing process.

NOTES:
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